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Foreword
THE TESTIMONY of former New York City Councilman Benjamin J. Davis constitutes a slashing indictment of a vile
conspiracy against the American people. When Federal Judge
Harold R. Medina sentenced Davis and his ten fellow Communist leaders to brutal prison terms, Medina's lynch-law
action only served to make unmistakable clear the ringing
truth in Davis' expose of one of the most outrageous frameups in America's history.
Not since the savage forces of German fascism, in an almost
identical way, moved against the Communist Party of Germany, has the world witnessed such a shameful scene as
transpired in freedom-hating Judge Medina's courtroom. The
Hitlerites openly boasted of their contempt and hatred of
democracy. The Clarks and Medinas conducted their anticommunist, anti-democratic trial with a great fanfare of
empty talk about "democratic procedures," "trial by jury." The
form differed; the content was the same-destroy democratic
rights. Judge Medina, Truman's appointee to the federal bench
upon the recommendation of the poll-taxer Tom Clark, followed this pattern faithfully. He served well as the tool of
those who sit in Wall Street-the real but hidden rulers of
America-and plot the launching of an atom-bomb war against
the peace-loving peoples of the entire world.
It was this conspiracy, this insane scheme to deceive the
American people into taking up the mantle of imperialist war
dropped by EIitler, that stands exposed in Ben Davis' testimony. Ben Davis exposed the truth that it is not the Communists but those who are continually accusing the Communists of force and violence, who are themselves the real
perpetrators of force and violence against the American people.
Ben Davis pointed the finger of guilt at the real culprits: the
bi-partisan "cold war" government of Harry Truman and the
financial powers whose orders he takes. It is, as Davis points
out, this handful of evil and willful men, representing the.
forces of entrenched privilege and greed, who are out to silence
3

the Communists and all other supporters of civil rights in order
to sell our America down the river to fascism. He exposes an
administrative policy which combines a cold war against the
Soviet Union and the Eastern European peoples' democracies
with a hot war on the constitutional liberties of all Americans.
It was no accident that Ben Davis stood among the eleven
Communist leaders in Foley Square. The Wall Street rulers
of our country and their lynchocrat henchmen in the South
hate Ben Davis. They have been trying to silence his great
voice for a long time. Yes, they hate Ben Davis. They have
hated him from the moment he refused to "be a good boy,"
and accept the status quo of Negro serfdom in the South.
When Davis, a graduate of Harvard Law School, rebelled
against the proscribed life of a Negro intellectual in the Southland and tied himself with the cause of his people, he became
a marked man for the forces of reaction.
Yes, those who want to bring fascism to the United States
hate Ben Davis and the fighting Communist Party of which he
is one of the ablest spokesmen. They are out to get him, to
silence this great tribune of American democracy, Negro and
white.
But Ben Davis could not be intimidated or silenced. In
Foley Square, despite all the strictures placed upon the defense
by the prejudiced Medina in collusion with the prosecution,
Davis' testimony broke through as a fiery indictment of the
enemies of freedom. The testimony comprises a rallying cry
for a united peoples' front to save our country from the
unspeakable horrors of fascism which the people of Europe
so recently sufFered, a rallying cry to wipe out the terror and
oppression which exists in the southern United States and ir
now reaching out for every comer of our land.
Ben Davis' devastating courtroom testimony has been
edited solely in order to eliminate repetition and discussion of
technicalities. There has been no alteration of the actual
courtroom testimony with the above exception. Let the record
spsak for itself. In this pamphlet-and you will want to read
and re-read every word of it-are the words of a truly great
and loyal American.
N m Yo= STATE Co~wmmc,COMMUNLST
PAR^
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In Defense of Negro Rights
Mr. Sacher: If the Court please, I call Councilman Benjamin

J. Davis to the stand.
BENJAMINJ. DAVIS
testified as follows:
DIRECT
E-YAMINATION
BY h q ~ .SACHER:
The Court: You may proceed.
Q. When were you born?
A. September 8, 1903.
Q. Where were you born?
A. Dawson, Georgia.
Q. Who were the members of your fatheis household while
you lived in Dawson?
A. Well, there was my grandmother, who was born a slave,
and whom I knew, and a couple of uncles and an aunt, one
uncle was born in slavery and still living, an uncle who was
a share-cropper or a poor tenant farmer, and various other
relatives and sisters.
Q. Did you attend any school at Dawson?
A. Well, when I was about six I attended, for a few weeks,
a small, tumbled down rural school in Dawson, Georgia.
Q. Was it what is known as a segregated school?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you attend a public elementary school at Atlanta?
A. I did, I attended Summer Hill School.
Q. Did you attend that public school until you graduated
or did you leave it at some time to attend some other school?
A. Well, as far as I can recall, I attended that school through
the sixth grade. Then I went to Morehouse College which
at that time had both grades and an academic course and
college. So I left Summer Hill Public School at the completion of my sixth grade.
Q. Will you tell the jury, please, during what years you attended Morehouse College?
A, I think from about 1915 until 1921 or '2.
Q. While you were at Morehouse College did you engage
in any extra-curricular activities?
A. A little. I did a little debating. I was a member of the
5

glee club and orchestra. Then for a while I played the cornet
in the band and the violin in the orchestra. And various other
campus activities.
Q: Did you receive any distinctions or honors or scholarships while you attended Morehouse College?
A. Well, one or two prizes for oratory and scholarship.
Those are about the only ones I remember now.
Q. Did there come a time when you graduated from Morehouse College?
A. Yes, I graduated from the academy, which is equivalent
to high school, I think, in 1921.
Q. What college did you go to after you left Morehouse?
A. I went to Amherst College in Amherst, Massachusetts.
Q. Did you attend any other college or university after you
graduated from Amherst College?
A. Yes, I went to Harvard Law School.
Q. Did there come a time when you were retained to act
as attorney for Angelo Hemdon?.
A. Yes.
Q. When were you retained?
A. In the latter part of 1932.
Q. Who retained you?
A. The International Labor Defense.
a

@

*
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*
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MI.Sacher: No, I am going to show the influence of the
Herndon case on Mr. Davis's becoming a member of the
Communist Party. That is the purpose of my inquiry.
Mr. McGohey: May I object to that.
The Court: If that is what it is, then I think it is not as
material as I thought perhaps it was at first.
Q. Mr Davis, was Mr. Herndon tried by an all white jury?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.

--* Angelo Herndon, Negro Communist youth, was indicted in Fulton

County, Georgia, in 1932 under the Georgia Insurrection Act. Chaeed
with "attempting to incite insurrection," for which the Georgia law demands death as the maximum penalty, he was sentenced to serve eighteen
to twenty years on the chain gang. He served 26 months in Fulton
Prison, Atlanta, Georgia, and was then released on bail pending successful
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court in 1937.
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Q. What was the penalty which the statute provided for
the offense charged against Mr. Herndon, if you know?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
Thc Court: Sustained.
Q. Was Mr. Herndon found guilty or innocent?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Well, you know, I am getting maneuvered into
a position here where I appear to do just what I don't want
to do. Now, I want to let you bring out in a reasonable way
the things that are this man's background, and by this series
of questions here which I am sustaining objections to, it puts
me in a position of ruling the whole matter out, which is
what I don't want to do at all.
If there was some way that he could make a brief statement about it, without having all this paraphernalia, all the
indictment, all the various things put in, I would allow it.
It seems to me that it ought to be possible for you to accomodate yourself to that suggestion.
Mr. Sacher: I am trying.
The Court: Let me ask him a question now. Tell me briefly
about this, Mr. Davis.
The Witness: Well, this case was the occasion of a turning
point in my life.
The Court: You tell me about that briefly. Explain it without all the details, without the details of the indictment and
how many days it took. Just tell me in your own way. Tell
the jury.

ENTERS HERNDON CASE

-

The Witness: Well, I got into this case and in the course
of trying the case I was myself, along with my client, Hemdon, made the victim of the worst kind of treatment against
Negroes. The judge in the case referred to me as "n-" and
"darlcy" all the way through the case, and to my client in
the same way; threatened many times to jail me along with
my client; treated me in such a way that I could see before
me the whole treatment of the N ~ & O people in the South
yhere I had lived all my life. The fact that I had been a

C
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little luckier than the average Negro and, in some ways, the
average white, to have gotten such an education was not at

all effective in shielding me from what the Negroes had to
suffer, whether they were laborers, or whether they were
doctors or lawyers or men of wealth.
So I felt at h a t particular moment that if there was anything I could do to fight against this thing and to identdy
myself fully with my own people and also to strike a blow
against the lynch system against my own people I was determined to do it. Naturally in defending Angelo Herndon,
who was a young 18-year-old Communist, I had to familiarize
myself with many of the books which were used. . . .
The Court: That is what the case was about?
The Witness: Correct, correct; yes, it was books-and I
read these books and they made sense to me. I thought of
them in terms of all of my life experience, of my own father
who had crosses-Ku K I u Klan crosses-burned on his front
yard when he first became national committeeman (of the
Republican Party); of my mother who died rather early because of a whole campaign of months of terror by the Ku Klux
Klan against my home. All of this flashed before me, and it
made connection in the book for which this man was going
to be sent to death, because the penalty for this was death
and. . . .
The Cowt: Now you know one thing I want you to do . . .
The Witness: Yes.
The Court: . . don't do what Mr. Green did. When you
hear me sustain an objection to something, don't go bringing
it in. You are a lawyer , .
The Witness:Well, I am sorry. You asked me to tell you. . .
The Court: I know, and.1 am telling you that if you will
just try to avoid that, it k going to make i t so much easier,
and if you just give direct answers as you go along, as you
have been doing, it is going to be helpful.
Q. Mr. Davis, when court adjourned yesterday you were in
the midst of answering the question which the court put to
you. Will you be good enough to complete the answer to the
question which the court put you in connection with the
Herndon case?
8
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The Court: I thought he had pretty well covered that,
hadn't he?
Mr. Sacher: He hasn't completed it as I r e d it, your
Honor.
The Court: Now bear in mind I don't want a blow for
blow account of the whole long history of the Herndon case.
But the explanation, as I understood it, that Mr. Davis is
making is how he happened to become a Communist.
Mr. Sacher: That is correct, your Honor; that is the purpose of the inquiry.
The Court: He must have pretty nearly covered that when
we adjourned.
Is there something that you want to add to that, Mr.
Davis?
The Witness: Just a couple of words.
The Court: All right, you may do it.
A. In the case, I felt that this Jim Crow which I experienced
in the trial was something that I had experienced nationally
and wasn't confined to my own State of Georgia but I experienced it in other parts of the country.
Then in reading the material with which I had to familiarize myself in order to defend my client, as I said, that made
considerable sense to me, and what I learned from that material, at least the conclusion that I drew from itMr. McGohey: If the Court please, it seems to me that if
we are going to have testimony about what material the
witness read that caused him to become a member of the
Party we ought to have the material stated.
The Court: I don't want to go through that Herndon case.
I prefer to have him make a brief reference to the material
I he read and to explain how he happened to become a Communist.
So bear that in mind, Mr. Davis.
1

JOINS COMMUNIST PARTY
A. (continuhg) Well, there was certain material of the
Daily Worker, certain Marxist classics that I read, and these
9

convinced me that the struggle for the full citizenship and
constitutional rights of the Negro people was one involving
not only the question of courage and militancy, which are quite
necessary, but one which viewed the struggle of the Negro
people as a science, and though I didn't fully comprehend the
science, it made a good deal of sense to me in the sense that
the very basis of it was the unity of the poor whites in the
South with the Negro people.
I also read considerably about the Soviet Union which I
had gotten from material with which I defended my client.
I was impressed because that showed me how it is perfectly
possible for people of many difFerent nationalities and races
and creeds to live together on the basis of equality and peace
and friendship and brotherhood. I was considerably convinced
by that and this made sense to me in terms of my own personal experiences as a Negro.
Then in the face of the remarks made constantly by the
judge I considered what I could do at that moment that
would enable me to hit this thing, this lynch system, this
Jim-Crow system. I considered that the best thing I could
do was to join the Communist Party because that would hurt
most and so I did.
Q. How old were you when you joined the Communist
Party?
A. I think I was 29.
Q. Will you briefly, and in a general way, state what activities you engaged in, stating as best you can the time and
place of each of the activities to which you testified?
A. Well, I attended unit meetings of the Party during the
years '33 and '34 in Atlanta, meetings with Negro and white
workers together. I served a period of time as attorney in
the Scottsboro case for . .
Q. What was the Scottsboro case-just sufficiently to identify
the case, if you will state it?
A. It was the case of nine Negro boys who were framed up
on a rape charge in 1931. There was a long fight to free
them and to expose the hideous system which kept them in
jail. I became part of the legal staff associated with the International Labor Defense and the late Joseph R. Brodsky.
10
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Then I represented the Party, the Communist Party, as a
kind of general counsel.
Then I represented the Party and other groupsQ. The what-I am sorry.
A. The Party, the Communist Party and other groups, at
hearings, for example, before Governor Bibb Graves in 1934,
where I represented a group of Negro citizens and the Communist Party in arguing for commutation of a sentence of a
Negro who was charged with some crime there.
Then I also helped in the publication of a paper which
reflected the Communist point of view, called the Southern
Worker.
I used to go around and try to find printers who would
print the paper, which was dficult because of oppression and
terror. I also was-I taught classes among the rank and file,
Negro and white Communists, in Atlanta, Georgia, to teach
them the prerequisites of voting, teach them history, and
generally to help out in any way as a Communist Party member in the State of Georgia.
Q. Did you have any professional connection with the c q
of the so-called Atlanta Six during that period?
5
A. Yes, I represented the Atlanta Six.
Q. Will you just briefly describe what the nature of that
was ?
A. That was a case of six workers; some of them were
Communists I think-I am not sure-but they were indicted
prior to Herndon under the same statute, and for a while I
represented them in Atlanta. There were some Negro men
and white women, and I think they were about equally
divided, Negro and white.
Q. Did you also have occasion during that period to defend a man by the name Willie Peterson?
A. Yes. That was the case where I appeared before the
Governor of Alabama.
Q. Governor Graves?
A. I think it was Governor Bibb Graves-I am not sure.
Q. So that you left Georgia, would it be correct to say,
some time the latter part of 1934 or the early part of 19551
A. That's about right.

>
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Q. W h y did you leave Georgia?
Mr. McCohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Did your departure from Georgia have anything to do
with your activities as a member of the Communist Party?
MI. McGohey: Objection.
BY THE COURT:
Q. Let me ask a preliminary question there. Where did
you go after you left Georgia?
A. To New York. I started to reside in New York.
Q. Did you leave Georgia because the officers or the police
disturbed you because you were a Communist?
A. I left Georgia because I wanted to devote my full time
to the work of the Communist Party and the labor movement.
BY MR.SAQHER:
Q. What was the fist position that you assumed when you
came to New York, Mr. Davis?
A. I became editor of the Negro Liberator, which was a
Negro weekly.
Q. Would you briefly describe your duties as editor of the
Liberator?
A. They were the usual editorial dutia on a newspaper
You write editorials and supervise the publication of a paper.
The big work and activity of the Negro Liberator during
the time I was editor was its conduct of a campaign against
the threatened invasion of Ethiopia by Mussolini.
Q. What position did you assume after the Liberator ceased
publication?
A. I became a member of the staff of the Daily Worker as
a reporter and feature writer.
Mr. McGohey ( t o Mr. Sacher): Pardon me. Was that 19367
Q. What year was that, Mr. Davis?
A. I think that was January, 1936.
A. Well, I was a member of the reportorial staff from about
1936 to about 1938, I think. Then I became a member of the
editorial board.
The Court: 1938 to 1942, you were on the editorial board?
The Witness: Editorial board.
A. (continuing) Then about 1940 I became a member of
12
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the Board of Directors of the Freedom of the Press Publishing Company, which publishes the Daily Worker and the
Worker, and as a member of the board of directors I was
elected to the office of secretary-treasurer. I think this was also
in 1940.
Then in 1944 I believe I became vice- resident of the Freedom of the Press Publishing Company-ge latter part of 1944.
Then 1 think early in 1946 1 became president of the Freedom of the Press Publishing Company, which is my present
title.
Q. Were you a member of some labor organization of
newspaper men during any portion of the period during which
you have been connected with the Daily Worker?
A. I was a member of the New York chapter of the American Newspaper Guild from about-from the time I was on
the Liberator up until 1940, when I became a member of the
board of directors of the Daily Worker. I then had to resign, or rather I had gotten an honorable discharge from the
union because then I became a part of the employing department of the paper.
Q. Now, Mr. Davis, if I may, I should like to take you
back for a moment to the year of 1935, after you came to
New York, and ask you whether you were arrested in that
year in the City of New York?
A. I was.
Q. Will you briefly state the circumstances surrounding
that arrest?
A. A strike was called by the Newspaper Guild members of
the Amsterdum News, which was a Negro week1
eatNewstime, because of failure to recognize the union.
paper Guild of which I was a member at that time gave full
support to the strike. We had mass picket lines in front of
the Amsterdam News at the comer of 135th Street and
Seventh Avenue, and this was considered by us, as members
of the Guild, as very important because this was one of the
&st efforts to organize Negro newspaper workers.
The picket line was led by Heywood Broun, who was at
per Guild, and
that time president of the American N
along came the police and told us to s t o P z t i n g . We didn't
1s
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stop picketing, so we were all put in the Maria there and
carried right on down to jail. I think Heywood Broun was
one of them. We all got, I think, $10 fines and suspended
sentences. That is the incident.

Q. Did you during that same period of time engage in
activities as a member of the Communist Party, that is to
say, activities other than those which you engaged in on the
Daily Worker?
A. Yes. I was a member of the Communist Party in Harlem,
the Harlem section of the Communist Party. I functioned
there as a Communist Party member and participated
in some of the earliest activities of our Party in the form of
picket lines and demonstrations in Harlem to break down
job discrimination against Negro workers in the Harlem community.
Q. Were there any other activities that you engaged in during that-I am speaking now of a span of six years, Mr. Davis,
that is, from early 1936 down to the latter part of 19427
A. Well, there were the usual activities of our Party in
Harlem at that time, which consisted of fights or struggles
and activities and meetings and demonstrations around the
questions of high rent, poor food, adequate hospital care
for the people in Harlem. There, at that time, they only had
Harlem Hospital, which was called 'The Butcher Shop" at
that time. We engaged in activities designed to bring about
unity among the people in Harlem, which is not alone the
Negro people, but include the Puerto Rican people, the Jewish people, the Irish people, the Italian people. Constantly
there were activities to develop the unity, the equality, and
mutual respect among these peoples for the improvement of
the Harlem community.
Q. I think you testified earlier, Mr. Davis, that you continued to work in behalf of both Angelo Herndon and the
Scottsboro boys up to some time in 1937, is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Did there come a time when you were elected to the
14

position of secretary of the Harlem division of the Communist Party?
A. Yes.

SUPPORT FOR W A R EFFORT
Q. Now, Mr. Davis, I show you Defendant's Exhtbit 8
x T for identification, and with the Court's permission I would
state the title if it is agreeable, and if not, I won't
The Court: Yes, you may do that.
Q.
which is a pamphlet entitled The Negro People a d
the Communist Party and ask you whether you wrote this
pamphlet in your capacity as secretary of the Harlem Division of the Communist Party?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. About when did you write it, Mr. Davis?
A. I think some time during the early part of 1943-February or early March.
Q. Does Exhibit 8 x T for identification contain any part of
the teaching and advocacy of the Communist Party as of that
time?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
THE COURT:Very well. To be specific, you have got a little
reference in that pamphlet which I saw in one of the paragraphs that you had marked there which had to do with just
what Mr. Davis was testifying here with reference to the position that he took during the war and why it was important,
particularly then, to try to have discrimination eliminated;
and I would suppose that that particular part you might put
e here but not all that repetitious business about
nd so on which I really am sure that we all thorerstand here and which he has testified to as well.
I desire not to have the position of the defendants
plain but there does come a point where repetition
ue, no value to the defense it seems to me.
finally allows the following paragraph in tes-

...

...

tness: "There are some people who say that for the
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d e of national unity in the war we must give up the fight fa
Negro rights and keep quiet about the terrible wrongs that
are being done to the Ne o people. The Communist Party
does not agree with thip alse idea. Some other people say

f=

that because of these frightful wrongs the Negroes should
oppose our country's victory in this war, or place demands
against the war-saying in effect that we will support the war
only 'if this' or 'if that.' Neither does the Communist Party
agree with these people. Such people are doin
in'ury to the liberation of colored Americans an to
&ethe cause
o the nation. If either one of these wrong alternatives were
followed only Hitler and the fascist-minded men of our own
country would gain.
"It is not enough for you to support the Communist Party's
rogram, as vital and important as that sup rt is. You should
Eecome a member of the only party whi today represents
the fighting traditions of the Negro
le. You are not content
to sit on the sidelines, even thoug you are in the cheering
section, while others, skilled in the science of world affairs,
play on the team. You yourself want to become a conscious,
creative individual in fashioning victory and a better world.
Only by joining the Communist Party can ou acquire that
political understandin and scientific persona guidance which
will enable you to pe orm your du to your people and your
nation. Neither can you fight for e full liberation of your
le unless you undemtand the relation of that fight to the
EPding of the labor movement and are equipped to take
your place in the van ard of the world forces which will
destroy Hitlerism and s pe a free, equal and peaceful world.
'Membership in the Communist Party does not require that
you give up our civic, church, religious, social or labor organization or dliation. It adds clarity and political understandin to your efforts in every sphere of activity.
you are a Negro worker, farmer or intellectual or proin achieving the victory
fessional who wants to play his
of the United Nations and the li
tion of all peoples, then
you should join the Communist Party today."
Mr.Sucher: Thank you, Mr. Davis.
Q. Now, Mr. Davis, while you were secretary of the HarIem
16
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Division of the Communist Party did you some ttme in or
about the fall of 1942 become a candidate of the C o m m d
Party for ublic ofBce?
A. 1 diz
Q. For what office were you nominated?
A. Congressman at large. .
Q. And did you in the anwe of that campaign make anysbeeches?
A
A. Yes, many.
Q. And during what period of time were they made?
A. Largely they occurred just receding election, September and October, at the heat of e cam aign.
Q. Did you in the course of those spee$es discuss the qusstion of force and violence?
A. I did.
Q. Was the substance of what you said on the subject of
force and violence in the speeches that you made substantially
the same?
A. Yes.
Q. Will you please tell the Court and jury what you said o a
that subject?
A. Well, I pointed out that one of the biggest issues in that
election campaign was the necessity to stop force and violence
which was being practiced against the Negro people, particu-larly through the medium of police brutality against the peo-.
ple in Harlem and elsewhere; and that it was also a part of
that campaign to stop particularly the whole system of force
and violence which is imposed upon the Negro people in thedeep South and against the labor movement.
I pointed out that it was necessary for us to do everything
possible as Americans, democratic Americans, to win the war,
and I pointed out that it was a part of that struggle to smash
this Jim-Crow system here in America, to outlaw anti-semi-.
tism and all kinds of racial and religious discrimination.
I also pointed out that this has a direct relation to the necessity to establish socialism in America and how our Party, and.
I as a candidate of my Party, fought for every immediate interest of the workers, for the elimination of the poll tax, and
to get an anti-lynch law, to strengthen the labor movement,

tK
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to get m"d6 refii&skiitationfor the Negro people in this country who were-who are-one-tenth of the population and have
just exactly two Congressmen, who are one-tenth of the population here in New York City and have one Councilman. I
pointed out the whole disfranchisement system, and how we
can improve this system immediately in every way we know,
but that the only way that this thing is going to be wiped out
is to establish socialism in this country. This was the nature
of my speeches and activities during the campaign.

ARTICLE BY DAVIS ON 1944
ELECTION CAMPAlGN
Q. Would you be good enough, Mr. Davis, to read it to the

m
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A. The heading is "Ben Davis, J r P
Q. May I ask you please, to raise your voice a bit?
A. The heading is "Ben Davis, Jr. Communist Candidate
for Congressman-at-large, New York."
And then what follows is what I wrote:
"Among the win-the-war necessities on the home front are
the breaGng down of age-old injustices against the Negro
people and the speedy integration of Negroes into industry,
into the armed forces, and into the governing councils of the
nation, on the basis of full, untrammeled equality.
"Both Farley's John Bennett and Hoover's Thomas Dewey
are stooges of the appeasement and defeatist forces primarily
res onsible for the Jim Crowism and antidemitism that serious y endanger victory. As Attorney General of New York
State, Mr. Bennett has never prosecuted a single unpatriotic
employer who refused to give jobs to Negroes, Jews, Catholics,
foreign-born, or other loyal minorities. Mr. Dewey never prosecuted, when he was District Attorney of New York County,
a single discriminating employer denying equal job rights to
Negro citizens.
"A vote by a Negro citizen for either Bennett or Dewey is
worse than wasted. It is a vote for the poll tax and Talmadgism in the South and for Christian Frontism and racial dis18
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crirnination in the North. The only way for the Negro people
to register their win-the-war, anti-Jim-Crow sentiment is by
voting outside the columns of the two major parties, by electing victory candidates irrespective of their party labels. It is
an honor to me and to my people to be designated as a candidate on the Communist Party ticket and to have as my running mates such tried and tested fighters as Israel Amter, candidate for Governor, and Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, for representative-at-large. A vote for our slate is a vote by the most
conscientious, anti-fascist citizens in New York State who see
clearly that the second front now, the equality of the Negro
people, and a centralized war economy are urgent for the
speedy victory of our nation over the common enemy."
Q. How many votes did you receive, if you recall?
A. I think a little bit over 50,000.
Q. And did you, in the course of that campaign in 1943
make a number of speeches throughout the Borough of Manhattan?
A. I did.
i
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Q. Did you, in the course of these speeches, discuss what
you regarded as teaching and advocacy of the Communist
Party?
I Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Can you fm the exact time and lace of any of the
speeches that you made in the course of t at campaign?
A. Well, I made so many it's very difEcult.
Q. Was the substance of the speeches that you made during that period substantially the same?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you, in the course of that campaign discuss the
questions of force and violence and socialism?
A. I did.
Q. Will you please tell the Court and jury what you said
concerning those subjects?
A. Well, I said those things which were substantially the
policy of our Party at that time and
19
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Mr. M c C d r e y : I object to that, your Honor, and I move
to strike it out.
The Court: Strike it out as a characterization.
Mr. S u c k : Your Honor, if I may, I can't conceive how Mr.
Davis, who has occupied all these positions and is the candidate of his Party, is not permitted to state what he regarded
u the teachin and advocacy of the Communist Party, and
that is one of e issues of this case.
The Court: You asked him what he said.
Mr. Sacher: All right.
Q. Will you be kind enou h, Mr. Davis, to state the substance of what you said on ose subjects?
A. I pointed out again that we had a big responsibility here
in New York City in continuing in the City Council a tradition
that had been established by the election of the first Negro
to the City Council; that that first Negro was the Reverend
Adam Clayton Powell and that he had endorsed me as his
logical successor and that it was very important that we have
at least one Negro in the City Council of New York.
Mr. McGohey: I object to any more of this.
The Court: I will make a little suggestion here. You were
asked what you said in these speeches on the subject of force
and violence. You may remember that a few minutes ago Mr.
Sacher asked a question which would have elicited an answer
as to whether there had ever been a Negro Councilman before and I sustained an objection to it; and r t e r d a y afternoon, when you brought in the question a out the death
penalty being involved in the Herndon case, after I had just
sustained an obiection to a question about that, I told you, in
substance, I said, "Please don't do what Mr. Greeng has been
doing here and bring in the very things that I have ruled out."
Now, you see, in answering this last question about what you
said on the subject of force and violence, the first thinq you
went to do was to explain that somebody was the first Negro
councilman and so on.
Now I think you are an intelligent man. You can easily
avoid doing that. Go ahead and tell us what you said in these
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Gilbert Green, State Chairman of the Illinois Communist Party,
one of the 12 defendants, had testified previously.
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speeches, which you said were substantially the same in
one, on this subject of force and violence.

COMMUNISTS OPPOSE
FORCE AND VIOLENCE
A. (Continuing) Well, I pointed out that the Negro people
in this country are the victims of a system of force and violence which hasn't yet been eliminated.
I pointed out further the great number of years that had
been fleeting by while Negro people, plus their working-class
and democratic allies, had been trying to get an anti-1
bill passed; and that this force and violence-system of orce
and violence against the Negro eople-was perpetrated by
legal and by extra-legal means, an# that it was a curious thing
that this force and violence was practiced against the Negro
people but the perpetrators of this force and violence were
never brought to justice.
I pointed out that as a member of the City Council I was
going to make it my-one of my No. 1 responsibilities to see
that the force and violence, which had been so often imposed
u on the Negro eople in this city in the form of police brutasty, was wipe# out. And I gave them-I spoke and gave
them many examples of this force and violence, like that in
March, 1935, when there were-when there was just a field
day of force and violence against the Negro people in Harlem.
I then said that anything that I possibly could do in the
City Council on this question I was going to do. And because
I considered this not alone the question of force and violence
against the Negro people, I considered that the long existence
of the system of force and violence against the Negro people
in this country has been the very springboard for force and
violence against other minority groups in America, not the
least of whom are the Mexican people, and the Puerto Rican
people, and the Jewish people, and Catholic people in certain
parts of this country. So this was one of the big items in my
campaign, and I pledged that I was going to introduce legis-
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lation in the Council and vote for measures in the Council
that were designed to stop this business of force and violence
against the Negro people.
The Court: Mr. Davis, in these speeches that you made did
you at any time undertake to answer the charge that the Communist Party advocated the overthrow of the Government
by force and violence?
The Witness: Yes, many times.
A. (Continued) I said about that, that that is just a pure
slanderous and Hitlerian distortion of the position of our Party
in this country. I discussed this very many times and pointed
out that this business of charging the Communist Party with
force and violence was one of the very strangest things in the
world to me. To tell me as a Negro about practicing force and
violence as a Communist, when all my life I had been hounded
by this both as a Communist and as a Negro, well, that just
didn't make sense; and that this charge-of force and violence
-usually comes from fascist sources and that it is usually uttered against the Communist Party in order to hide the real
forces of force and violence, who are the Ku Kluxers, the terrorists, and the lynchers, and the olice brutes who attack the
Negro people and who attack ot!Rer sections of the working
class in this country.
That is the way I answered that question.
Q. Mr. Davis, I ask you solemnly to tell this jury whether
you ever in your life taught or advocated the use of force and
violence for the overthrow of the Government of the United
States or for any other purpose?
A. No, I never did.

CAMPAIGNS FOR CITY COUNCIL
BY MR.SACHER:
Q. Mr. Davis, did you in the course of your 1943 cam aign
for City Councilman make a number of radio speeches
A. I did.
Q. I show you Defendants' Exhib#t 8 x V for identification
and ask you what it is?
22
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A. It is a radio speech that I made over Radio Station
WMCA on October 20, 1943.
Q. Did you read the speech as it appears in Exhibit 8 xV
for identification?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you file the speech with the radio station before
you delivered it over the air?
A. .I think I did.
Mr. Sacher: I offer it in evidence, your Honor.
Mr. McGohey : It is objected to, your Honor.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Did you in the course of your 1943 campaign in speeches
which you made either on street corners or over the air discuss
the relationship between racial discrimination and the prosecution of the war?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained. He has already covered that.
Q. Were you elected to the New York City Council in the
fall of 1943?
A. I was,
Q. And how many votes did you receive at that time, Mr.
Davis?
A. I was elected by about forty-three or forty-four thousand votes counting all choices.
Q. For how long a term were you elected in November,
1943?
A. For a two-year term.
Q. Commencing as of January 1, 19447
A. Yes.
Q. After your election were you sworn in as a councilman?
A. I was.
Q. When?
A. I think in the latter part of December of 1943.
Q. By whom?'
Mr. McGohey: I object, your Honor.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Will you please state the substance of the oath which

* Councilman Davis was sworn into office by Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia.
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you took at the time that you were inducted into office?
Mr. McCohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Mr. Sacher: You mean, your Honor, you won't permit me
to show that he swore to uphold the Constitution of the
United States?
Mr. McGohey: I object to that.
The Court: Do you desire to make an argument, Mr.
Sacher?
Mr. Sacher: I do,
The Court: I don't desire to hear you now. I don't think I
need any argument on that.
Q. Mr. Davis, does the Constitution of the State of New
York contain provision for an oath to be taken by elected
officials within the State?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
Mr. Sacher: I will ask your Honor if I am not permitted .
The Court: If you merely want to bring out that he swore
to support the Constitution of the United States, I will permit that.
Mr. Sacher: I don't want to "merely," your Honor; I want
to bring out that Mr. Davis swore not only to support the
Constitution of the United States but also the Constitution of
the State of New York.
The Court: I say I will ermit him to say that he swore to
uphold the Constitution o the United States.
Q. Did you take such an oath, Mr. Davis?
A. Yes, I took an oath to uphold the Constitution of the
United States, to uphold the Constitution of the State of New
York, and to perform faithfully my duties as a member of the
City Council of the City of New York.
The Court: Now you know, Mr. Davis, I don't like to be
unpleasant about these things but I have been having considerable experience here in these months and I have warned
you now two or three times not to bring in matter that I have
just excluded, and you look at me and smile and then the next
opportunity that arises you do it again.
Mr. Sacher: Your Honor, I don't think that is correct.
Q. Mr. Davis, I show you Defendants' Exhibit 8 x W for
24
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identification, and ask you whether this is the first bill that
you introduced into the Council at the first session 01 the
Council that you attended after your election to office?
A. I think it was.
Mr. Sacher: I offer the bill in evidence.
Mr. McGohey: I object to it.
The Court: Sustained.
Mr. Sacher: You haven't even seen it.
Mr. McGohey: I don't have to. I still object.

ACTIVITIES IN BEHALF OF PEOPLE
RULED OUT
DIRECTEXAMINATION
CONTINUED
BY MR.SACHER:
Q. Mr. Davis, will you please tell the Court and jury about
how many bills and resolutions you introduced into the New
York City Council during your term of office in the years
1944 and 1945?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Will you tell us briefly and in a general way what subjects those bills and resolutions dealt with?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained. I take it, Mr. Davis, that a large number of these bills had to do with what you have described
here the other day as your fight against discrimination against
the Negroes?
The Witness: No, these bills had to do with every type of
welfare of the people of New York, trade-union questions,
consumer's questions, the question of taxation, the question
of discrimination, anti8emitism, the question of saving the
five-cent fare. It encompassed the whole range of activities
which the people of New York found themselves faced with.
Q. I show you papers here and ask you whether contained
in each of the two grou s of papers I have shown you are
copies of some of the bil s and resolutions you introduced in
the New York City Council in each of the years 1944 and 19453
A. Yes.

7
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Q. Were some of these bills or resolutions adopted by the
New York City Council?
A. They were.
,
Mr. Sacher: I offer them in evidence.
Mr. McGohey: I object to them, your Honor.
The Court: Sustained.
Mr. Sacher: May I have them marked then for the purpose
of saving time? I will just state how many there are in each
IiFOUP*
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Sacher: There are 17-seven, I beg your pardon, samples for the year of 1944 and 17 samples for the year of 1945."
May I respectfully request that in that order they be as
groups marked for identification with separate identification
numbers?
The Court: The &st group will be marked 8 x X-1 for identification, and the other 8 x X-2 for identification.
(Marked Defendants' Exhibits 8 x X-1 for identification
and 8 x X-2 for identification.)
Mr. Sacher: May I proceed?
The Court: Yes, you may.
Q. Mr. Davis, do you recall how many of these bills and
resolutions were passed by the Council during those two
years 1944 and 19457

* During Councilman Davis' two terms in office he has proposed
more than two hundred pieces of legislation including bills and resolutions on every aspect of the fight of the common people of New York
City for social betterment. Of this number fifteen have been passed by
the City Council. Among these were: 1 ) a bill prohibiting tax-exemption
to housing and redevelopment companies which discriminate in rentin
to tenants on grounds of race, color or creed. (This bill was emasculates
by an amendment of the Democratic majority which excluded Stuyvesant
Town by limiting the measure to future projects only.) 2 ) Negro History Week Resolution calling attention to the great contributions of
Negro Americans to the economic, social, political and cultural life of
our country and for pro er observance of these contributions in the public schools and other pu!lic
institutions. 3) A Resolution urging the War
Labor Board to grant wage increases to merchant seamen in recognition of their eat contribution to the war effort. 4 ) A Resolution urging
the New Yor Congressional delegation to support F.E.P.C.legislation.
5) A Resolution opposing anti-labor legislation in Congress. 6 ) A Resolution calling for end to Jim Crow in big-league baseball.
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Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Were there occasions on which members of the Coundl
joined you in the introduction of any of these bills or resolutions?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Did you introduce bills or resolutions at the instance or
request of fraternal, civic and community organizations other
than the Communist Party or its affiliates?
Mr. McGohe y : Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Did you introduce a resolution in each of the years 1944
and 1945, which resolution was adopted by the City Council
urging the Mayor of the City of New York to proclaim a designated week in each of those years as Negro History Week?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Do you know whether the Mayor of the City of New
York in each of the years 1944 and 1945 issued a proclamation
establishing Negro History Week in each of those years?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
The Court: Sustained. Mr. Sacher, these matters are quite
remote and irrelevant to the charge under consideration here.
I hope you will not continue to propound questions which
may deem to serve the same purpose as though you had received answers to the questions.
Mr. Sacher: Lest the jury get the notion that I am consciously or otherwise engaging in any impropriety, I would
appreciate it if your Honor would allow me a brief moment
to state why I have done it.
The Court: I do not take any interest in why you have done
it; I am telling you not to do it.
Mr. Sacher: Well, it is related to the issues in the case.
The Court: It is not related to the issues in the case.
Mr. Sacher: Well, maybe if you would listen to me a moment you will see that it is.
The Court: Well, I will not and I direct you to desist and
go to something else.
1
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Mr. Sacher: I shall obey your Honor's direction.
The Court: I ho e so.
Mr. Sacher: I ave one more question. I do not know
whether your Honoi. will regard this as violative, so I will ask
your permission to state it.
The Court: Well, if you put your question what is substantially a description of the matter you want to bring out,
I will direct that you do not do it any more, as I have already
done once.
Q. Mr. Davis, I ask you whether the bills and resolutions
which you introduced in the Council were based on your
wderstandin of the principles of Marxism-Leninism?
Mr. McGo ey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Q. Mr. Davis, did you in the years 1944-1945, as Councilman, engage in any activities other than those which you
have described in connection with the bills and resolutions
which you introduced into the Council?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
Mr. Sacher: Well, your Honor, he was a Communist Councilman and . . .
The Court: It is not a question of whether he was a good
legislator or a good man or advocated a lot of good things
or in his spare time did things that were good or deemed to
be good b him or by me. You have a specific charge here
which he as to meet.
Mr. Sacher: But Budenz* testified that legislative efforts of
the Communist Party were window dressin for revolutionary
activities, and I want to show through &s testimony that
what Mr. Davis was doin was in the best of faith carrying
out the rogram and poficies of the Communist Party in
peaceful egislative activity to serve the best interests of the
people of New York.
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* Louis Budenz, stoolpigeon government witness, expelled Erom
the Communist Party in 1845.
e8

Q. Were you xe=electedto ths New YarL City Council la
the fall of 19853
A. I was.
Q. How many votes did you receive in that ebcd~n?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Just a moment und I glance at my notes. I
think he has alread
Mr. Sucher: T
esdbd to 1943, your Honor.
The Court: I will allow it.
A. Secoad highest vote in the county, 63,000.
The Court: Well, I didn't-you were going to give us the
number of votes, not that little descriptive matter. Now, just
strike out the descriptive matter. Tell us how many votes you

...

got.

Ths Witness: 63,000-more than 63,000but less than 64,000.
Q. For how long a term were you elected the second
time?
A. Four years.
Q. When did your second term as councilman begin, Mr.
Davis?
A. January 1, 1946.
Q. When does it expire?
A. December 31, 1949.
Q. All told, you have now served the people of the City of
New York as Coucilrnan for approximately five and a half
years?
Ms. McCo hey: Objection. Perfectly obvious.
The Court: Well, we can all count.
Mr. McGohey: That is it. We are taking time.
Mr. Sacher: Why take time to object?
The Court: Now, you see, Mr. Sacher.
-Mr. Sacher: All right, all right.
The Court: Let us just try, if it is physically possible, to
eliminate that kind of business. It always starts trouble.
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Q. At recess, Mr. Davis, you testified that you made the
29

main r
e ta the.panel.of -theconventionu whleh dealt with
the problem of the Negro people and for the fight h r equal.
ity, and I now ask you to please state the substance of that
.
reporti if y3U WilI. .
A. I pointed out to the panel that I w d in full support of
themssolution '*&& had been submitted to the convbndcm.
I said tbat the main thing with respect to therpolicy that had
been followed u d m 'pedbnisnn tof Marxism-Le-m
was
the abandonment of any struggla' w h t s m r against mono ly capitalism, that is,' big ~ b a e Hmich
~ s ~forces control
bP"th6 South through tbsit poll tates, through their Rankins
a d * B f f h s ,through the p l m t a W owners and landlords, and
that we had to get back @ckl)f to the Marxist-Leninist policy
which had been traditional in our Party up to the 1944 conv d o n establishing *'C.P.A., so && we could make a
major contribution along &e lines &at we had made in the
struggle for American democracy through the fight for the
equality of the Negro
I said that Browders concept of Marxism-Leninism was
entirely wrong, and I said that it had manifested itself on the
Negro question by tbe liquidation of our Party in the Deep
South, which was a major mistake.
#

a

Q. Will you then state what the understanding of yourself and those present was of the term liquidation of the
Party in the South"?
A. Dissolution of the Party in the South.
And I said tbat Browder's position had abandoned the
classic Marxist-Leninist position, namely that the oppression
of the Negro people was a special oppression, that we have
two struggles going on in the country: that we have the
struggle of the superiority of the capitaht class over the
workers, sup sedly inferior workers, and we also have the
struggle of
superiority theory of white supremacy over
the supposedly inferior Negro people.

* The Special Convention of the Communist Political Association at
w&ch the Browder revisionist policy was reversed.
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And I mid t b t thdw'stmge;ldd go 'dong &phist & e i ~ k
common enemy, which is Wg-businem, W d alltbs..fhi?
a n d rulers d'am..@.
W ~ p u up
t b s p p d dghttfa
the rights of the Negro people who ant mbjected-dhe-Nsgki
workers w&& subjiiedrtb h b l e appreairn. First, thsp .rrdaa
subjected to exploitation as workers in common with lphibj
workers, but fben dwy were subjeetd to dl-tfo~hrhd
oppression as Negroes. Negro women were subjeeCsd to M p d
opp~6sfsion became &eya were exploited by oapibalsin .b
workers, and that, secondly, they wen, oppressed as N l k g r ~ ~
and that, thirdly, they were op ressed as wanen fbt the
simple reason that worn ex^ do nut%ave quality, e c o n o d 4 y
and politically, anil*thatNegm women f& therefore, tkipttiple:
oppression. We hwght & g h this triple oppr8ssion. Therefore, the whole basis of the Negro
le as a. speclaly. ap
pressedrple, b
h place&&, wu due wt
to some ng which IkbWbd out of the mindr of Comm&+
but due to the oodtiom imposed upon &ern in America
under capitalist society.
Then Ialso pointed out that the Negro wakers w t w &
ready beginning ~o get cut-backs and that a disproprtkaiata~
amount of unemp1oyment was falling on Negro w a h , as we could see from the signs at that particular time, ~ M c h
was around July, 1945.
1 Then I pointed out that t wu important, not only that we
struggle for the immediate demands of tbe Negro pea h
for Negro rights agaimt big business and the fimadrl
of the country, but tha it w a s also important that we fought
for the ultimate freedom of the Negro people aad &at the
solution of this was stwiahm.
Then I stated that the question of the B
e
t for Negro
rights, as placed by Mamhn-Leninism, is not fist a liberal
question that you h d among a lot of people who are against
lynching and so forth which is all v&y good. The way in
which Marxism-Leninismplaced this question was that these
was no possible way for the white working class to h e itself of exploitation d e s s it fought for the freedom of the
Negro people. Therefore, the struggle for Negro rights on
the part of white workers was essentially a struggle for the
31
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rdf-iatemd d the whites who d u c t t d t&at struggle. So

h~~
ucrrioll.
Thn I aaid, in the light of e dlrounion which was taking

f t w d t jwta

2

phoe in the m v d o n , that the resolution whicb bad bee^
submitted to the convention lhould be acco.rdhgly
tb11d.

And that about concludes my remarks on that
BY THE Corn:
Q. I am a little puzzledt Mr. Davis. Hadn't you heen fiqht
tn for thee rights of the Negro people all along?
A* Of caurae.
Q. And 1 thought what you wcre going to explain to the
p e l was why in order to do that you had to have this new
at-up, and yet, i s you told us*abOut it you didn't seem to
say anything about that
A. I did say somthing about that I pointed out very almrIy
that the previous policy of our Party during the CSA. days
was one in which we were beginning not to struggle against
monopoly capitalism but to follow it end accept its lead=ship, and 1 pointed out with respect to the new policy that
the now policy was the qua* of stru e against monopoly
capitalism and big buriness and not
wing it to lead you.
Now these are two different things altogether. There are
a lot of people who conduct struggles for Negro rights, whether they are Communists or not Communists, but the struggle
of the Communist Party is based on the science of MarxismLenbbm and that is the big difFerenc8 between the two.
Q. That must be then that the solution, the only solution
from your point of view for the Negro p 10 is socialism?
A. This is the final irreparable solution o all the people
-ths Negro people, for the working class, for the American
people-to resist fascism, to eliminate the danger of fascism
and war, and also to make it possible to have a free and democratic America such as we should have had years ago.
Q. But the end is socialism?
A. Of course, the end is socialism.
Q. That is what I say. You didn't seam to mention that
A. Well, I mentioned that before.
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REPORTS ON MEANING OF
SELF-DETERMINATION TO
NATIONAL COMWTTEE, CPUSA
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Q. WiU you be good enough to state when this meea;
of the National Committee took place, at which you maw
the report, Mr. Davis?
A. It was December 4th or !5th, 1846.
Q. Now Mr. Davis, you teatteed earllea that after the convention there was-that 1s. of uly, 194Sthere was e b b
W e d a special ammission w ch wag referred to in the
section of the resolution which you mad earlier tbis m d g
to the jury; do you r d that?
The Court: A specid canmido11 on Negro rights.
Mr. Sacher: Yes.
Q. Now would you be good enough to state to the Court
m d jury the substance of the report which you made at that
meeting of the National Committee?
A. Well, I said that the report which I was making was
one which had been discussed previou8ly in the Negro Commission. I said that the report I was making was bared on
meral months of discussionin fact that the matter hd
been under consideration by the National Committee ever
since the emergency cunvsdton in 1945.
The Cowt: I think you meant to say "Commission.' You
said it had been discussed in the "Committee"; I think you
meant to say in the "Commission."
The Witness: In the Commission; it had been discussed a
h
in the National Committee during the same period.
A. (Continuing) And that even previous to the 17 or 18
months discussion which had taken place in the Commission
that the whole question of the report which I was psenting had been discussed for man years in the Party and
that this report consisted primari y of two parts, one part
dealing with the recommendations to the National Committee on questions affecting the current policies of our Party
on the whole Negro field and that it also dealt with the
auestion of self-determination.
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I said that the qxn-t which t'wbr'&g
68&M1'& Mdi
sidered in the Iight of thb;
month$ d# ih&diiBh whd&
had been taking p l a a tbat *re weme8. r .kie-a&''di*
cussion of it there at the National Committee meeting and
wanted each af ths oomradm who were present il04ry to
contribute in one way 9r motbm.
I said further that certhinly on the q d o a of self-determination that what was being said in my rsport was not
the Bnal word on all pppects of tbe question, but tbat it was
necasary for us at that meeting to adopt a position which
would give an orientation or direction to all of our work
in this field,
I then proposed that following my report which I ww
about to dediver there ghould,b rm e x t d d discussion on
it, and that from the discussion and from my repprt I thought
that we should adopt a remlutfon or a Btatanmt which would
summPrize in the ligbt-of all the C u s ~ i c mjust what om
whole position was with reqy$ t o the Nsgro people, including the question of seIf-demwin the South; that
is, in the Bkek Belt area of thb South, wbae-the Negro people constitute the majority of ths popuhtion.
To say it as briefly as I can, I dealt first with the questim
of the p i t i o n of the Negro ople. I said that tbe Negro
people are at the bottom uf
political and economic Md
social ladder on a world d e ; that this existed not alone in
our country but also existed in Africa; that this existed lllso
in the West Indies; that this existed dso in other oountries.
where there were large Negro popdatim, as fop example
in Latin America.
And I pointed out that this was a direct consequence of
what cwld be called Anglo-Saxon impeM&md that the
imperialism of our own country-meaning by "imPQ'alism*
the dominant financial forces and class d our mmtry-that
their oppression of the Negro people m this camtry was a
part of the reactionary foreign policy which they were
suing with respect to colonial
ples of all races, co cns
and creeds abroad. I said that c
o
p
p
n
iss
simply
s
i
o
not
n
based upon the fact that the Negro people in a grmt majority
happen to look different from white people in terms of their
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sldn and thcQ f e a m , ' but I5.d ?his '+prd012 .bdir ipr,'
basis the &acefm~'of s r i p & p @ ~art -of .pbe
i
pie. This was e s p e a y true in ttYe Bh& b l k
constitutes the 6cotton ehrlolny at681'dthe Deep.&u&i ;
The treatment of the Negro .people in this- 04unV,€ k t is,
the nation& oppression, existed 'becam of~tbesack d'poMn
which flawec?,fFam '&e originti1 oppr&on of ltb N a p p
I
,'
.
ple in the Black Belr.
I said that a seknd reason ~ 4 this
y oppression existed!
was because it was e very a m ~ n i e b way
t
for big buelnesr
and the big empleyki?rsto diede the w m b g &us md p
ple of our country; that is (0 say, .tolplay Negroes against
white, and- in tIat.wby w k e b th& @ow& of the ,working
class and uf tbell&e&a&
fopam of oru l m ~ t r to
y put ap
an effective a d swcd%shl struggle.fa their liberation, f ~ r
the end of e+ait$tidn, far the end' of 6ppssioix of the
Negro people.
Then the thM reason I gave was thst this syrtem of dre
oppression of the Negro people-was buttressed by a whole
ideology of white supremacy; tbat this idea q ~ a s w ritself in all aspects of American life; and that this is used to
create the im ression that the whites are superior to the
Negroes and st the Negroes are inferior to the whites. I
said that this idea was completely unscientific, that it m
a form of Nazi ideology because it was more akin t o barbarism.
I then said that a fourth reason why this oppression takes
place is because in the deep South &re is a wmixmt &ort
on the part of the Negro people to bok for jobs and esl.
ployment in other parts of the ootmtry, and abo to escape
the rigors of lynch tars. Having such low living standards, it was possible for the employers to play them against'
the white workers in other psrts ef the country, and that
therefore the oppression of the Negroes in the Black Belt
constituted a threat to the living standards of the white workers all over the country. These were the four reasons which
1 gave in the report for the oppression of the Negro ~ l e .
Now I pointed out also that this system of the oppesdon
of the Negro people in the Black Belt was the most rigorous
35
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bougeob a m m o y a capitah democracy', that them are
cat& Umited very pciow rights which tbe h w i e o n peapIe bold and which we want to defend to& against all
manifestationb of fadsm seeking to destroy the
right9
whicb tbe American people have* But I pointed out that
South, pPrticululy in the Black Belt ~ r r q
downiIitb6
theset bourgeois e m m t i c rights had never really been fully
reqnized b the Negro
le and that the newest thing
that they d h a d toward
recognition w during the Remnrtruction period when the Negroes were able to elect
Congressmen and State legislators and even two State Sem
atom from the State of Mississippi. I pointed out I L o tbat
thia Black Belt area wnr characterized by the following disabilities imposed upon the Negro people: tbot it wrr common knowled e that they could not vote acept under sittreme terror; t at they could not elect public officials exceptwell, h e are practlally ou exceptions to that-I don't red mentioning thsm; that they could not elsct judges, that
they could not elect governors and State Senators and could
not hold public office. I also pointed out t h t they wen, pr
much confined to the lowest type of s h a r v ing, whi
is a system whereby the Negro poor farmers ancfshar-oppen are practicnlly attached to the land and live under a
system of peonage on the land which they have tilled for
more than 300 years since they have been in thir country,
brought hen as slaves.
Then I said also that because of the very d a p and great
oppression d the Negro peo le that the white population
in this area is oppressed also Et!mace the white workers and
farmers in this area are also .victims of a system of
dlords, of mill owners and others; and that one of the
mnin reasons why this-the op ression of the Negroekhad
existed in this way and one o the main reasons why the
o pression of the whites had existed in this way is because
J t b e system of
terror, p"ticular1y in the Bl~ckBelt
where one is played a amst the other, and it had not been
possible u yet to get tfem together; that it was the purpose
36
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it is a badge of tba inferior s t a b of'& Negro px$e.
I pointed out jthatt in t
b BloiJtI 'Belt this 'rpPs e n f m d
l i r * ~ & e l y in thb
ageinst thc Negro peaple, d h g h
Black Belt ereas whee the Pkga peaple lad in a ma@v
over the white people.
le W ~ T Bin
Now I pointed out a h tbat the Negro
this way a victim of a F e r n of fom and vio mce.
I pointed out also that the Negro p p l e wem victims of
n conspiracy that had been carried on against them enth
since Andrew J o b betrayed the c a w of the C i a Wat
by coming to an agreement with the ddeated slaveowners bo
kee the Negroes in m e ar another form of feudal slavq.
&is conspiracy consisted of the fact thrt4the Hth, 14th
and 15th amendments wem constantly violated in the Black
Belt area more than~theyw e in the North, dthough it b
only a question of d 6s.
I inted out too %t, ftx €5kiUlp16pths llth h d m h t
of
Constitution r allw 'that t
b npresentadcm from
states should be redu . in aucmdana, :#th t!b n u m k of
qualified voters but that thic p-iiotl
'tbe '&fistihtSi~n
,
had never been enforced.
And I said further, thir coa iracy erdstdd in the fact that
there were so many ofsdet, o the Saah, h t o r pnd
~
R*
presentatives, who hod not only bean a partof. tbe system
of oppression of the Negro peo le d of &eh6.paor
whb
population but that th theme WS, had corstmd h d t d
lynch terror and Ku
tsnor
the NJ
peop~e;
'
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and that this had been done with ,the ~ v a n c of
6 the Attorney G e n d of the United States, of the President of the
United States, and of the whole admbistmtion of justice.
And I pointed out that one of the worst examples of the inferior status of the Negro people was that in all the 5,000
lynchipgs that have taken place in America since 1888 that
there has never been one prosecution which resulted in a
conviction of a lyncher eithei by a federal courf a f e d d
attorney-general, a federal judge or by a state court, or by
a state attorney-general, or what have you.
The Court: This is all what you reported?
The Witness: Yes, yes.
A. (Continuing) Then I pointed out, that notwithstanding this systew of oppression unda which the Negro people
lived, that certain progress hsd been made by the Negro
people over the course of the years. And I said that the
progress was due in the first place to tbe great militancy of
the Negro people themselves, their unwillingness to accept
this inferior status without a fight, and that that was true even
before the Communist Party was evex organized in our
country and that the Negro people showed this was so because, during the Civil War and during the slave period,
there were man revolts of Negro slaves against the system
pf force and vio ence of slavery.
And then, the seamd reason that I gave was that in
modem America the principal progress that had been made
in the struggle for Negro rights had been made by virtue
of the alliance between the Negro people and the labor
movement, plus the democratic forces d the nation.
Then I said that the Negro people had in recent ysars
made many gains bqt that the basic framewcxk of the JimCrow system still exists in our country.
I then went ahead and discussed the question of whether
or not the Commdslts were wing the Negrw and I said
the question had been raised among them-and I said
then that the biggest .
The Cowt: Whether they had been doing what?
The Witness: . whether the Communists used the Negro
people for . .

r
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The Court: You mean the use of them for their own

PT?
T Witness: Yes, used them

as tools or something of the
sort.
The Court: Yes, yes.
A. (Continuing) I then said, on this question, that the biggest use that had been made of the Negro people had h a
made by confining them within a system of Jim Crow where
by they were never able to make free choices. They were
limited by an iron curtain of Jim Crow either in the South
or in the North, and that, for example, America had become
a very great and wealthy country primarily because of the
cotton economy in the South fmm the very beginning of
American capitalism, the heyday of American capitalism, and
the basis of this cotton economy was the Negroes who were
never even permitted to vote, to be fist class citizens of this
country.
The Communists, in the &st place, were Negro and white,
and the Communists fought beside the Negro people and
with them to achieve their full and democratic choice of a
free and equal life in America, and they could only do that by
fighting against the system which kept the Negro
enslaved in the deep South and, to a less extent, a ~ :
the country.
Then I went into the question of self-determination, and
I said on this question that the rinciple of self-determination
is a principle which was not at a originally a Marxist-Leninist
discovery. The principle of self-determination for nations had
existed for many, many years, and President Wilson had
used it as one of his 14 points in World War I, and it is
nothing more than the right of a nation to determine its own
independence and destiny.
I said that in the deep South, in the Black Belt area, where
the Negro peo le constituted a majority, our Party raised
the slogan of g e right of the Negro
le in the Black
Belt area to determine their own
to exercise
the right of self-determination; that our Party raised that
slogan because the Negro people, having lived in that
area for 300 years, had all the attributes of nationhood; that

fi
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the
of regarding the N
&le as i nation was
-ep3ive
with realizing the%
dignity of the N e p
fe as a peo le, and that they had so regarded themselves
=spoken
of %emselves in many historic documents which
I mefltioned to the National Committee meeting. I said that
the .Negro people in thia area, who wanted freedom, who
ed to own ;the land in that area, who wanted equality
an dmmcratic rights and their full citizenship under our
W t u t f o n , that the Negro peo le +d for 900 yeam had
an qerience that no one wo d
antee their having
thaw rights. The best guarantee for
~ p l ine that
mca having those rights was that they s oul be able to
T&tamine their own destiny and enforce these rights them-
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NOWI also pointed out however that this could not be
a'chieved unless the Negro people had allies. First, that they
themselves should consdously belleve in this position, and
&o flmt the Negro people would have allies, and their firist
a s &odd be the labor movement in the coun
Other
Sies would corm from the poor white fmp~emin%; South
who to a more or lass degw PkO sufFer oppression by the

/ A

laedlIaads.
So this could not be acbfeved ex*
upon the basb of the
.Negro people a d their allies understanding this particular
point and worldng togsther agaht a common class-upper
clrus foe.
We did not advana, the slogan of self-detemination as a
slogan for immediate realization; and that at other periods
in the Party's discussion there got abroad ideas that we did
and those ideas were incorrect.
Secondly, we were not advandng the theory tbat them
should be a se arate black republic of the Ne o people in
the Deep soutt; thathat ~ l i s
also was alien to w t we went
advocating and to what I was recornen*.
I said on the conthat no one could exercise the n
of self-determinationexcept the Negro people themselves; t
f
z
that is P11 we advmted and that it was up to the Negro
peapfe themselvas in con' &on with their aIUes and
ers to decide just w t their relation would be to

!ti
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state government or to the federal gowrxmmt ar in ~hatwer
way they wished to establish their destiny or Wfun their
destinv.
Thit the Negro people were Americ~ns,that they nre roud
of their American citizenshi that they wish not o y itr
responsibilities but they
*o itr *vile es, tnd that
what they would do cartainly to decide their e&ny would
be determined bv their views at the time that the moment
arrived when thgY would have tbe oppmtdty to exert&&:
the right of self-determhation,
The Court: I don't quite understand what that means yet.
I wish you would e lain that to me again, *this right of
self-determination. 2 % o u r s s e you are exphhhg what your
report was there.
The Witness: Yes.
The Court: But as you tell it I don't quite get yet what wm
this self-determination.
The Witness: Well, let me put it this way-now do YOU
want me to say what I said in the report or d e an ex~Ianationto YOU?
The court: I suppose perhaps the best way to do is to
leave it for your counsel to bring out or in cross-examination.
After all you are telling just what you told these other people. They were associates and very largely h e w your views
already I take it, didn't they?
The Witness: Well, it wasn't a question of that. It was a
question of submitting it to the National Committee for it
to act on in behalf of the entire Party.
The Court: You have been dtsn;sing this, this, you said,
with these same men on the National Committee as weU as
with the National Commission on Negro Rights for some
months, hadn't you?
The Witness: That is right, but there were many people
there at the meeting who had not attended the discussion
which we had had in the Commission and in the National
Committee.
The Court: What you said about self-determination is jut
what you told us a moment ago?
The Wimess: That is right.
41
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A. (Continuing) Then I pointed out that the whole question of seIf-determhation was one which was not an immediate
slogan of action.
Our immediate fight for the rights of the Negro people
was for their free and e ual citizenship, that is, free and
equal in the sense that %ey would have equality without
segregatiq without discrimination, without Jim Crow, to
their free and equal exercise of their constitutional rights on
the same plane and in the same wa as other citizens, and
objective.
that that was our immediate-inrm&te
Then I said that we were therefore avoiding errors that had
been previously made and that these errors I thought should
be pointed out there; that our National Committee should
adopt a resolution based upon the discussion and my report,
and I said that I considered this re*
which I gave as the
substance of a Marxist-Leninist view on the Negro question
as a national question in this country.
I remarked to them that Marx had snid in Capital-that labor in a white s h can never be free while labor in a black
skin is branded, and therefore this question of fighting for the
equality of the Negro people was a matter of very deep
self-interest to the white workers and to our whole country.
Well, this about summarizes the report.

Mr. Sacher: Your Honor, I offer Defendants' Exhibit 8 x 2-3
in evidence (handing to Mr. McGohey).
Mr. McGohey: This is objected to, your Honor.
The Court: Objection sustained.
Mr. Sachee I would like to be heard, if I may, our Honor,
on this question. I would like to point out tint this re501utionThe Court: Now just a second. I don't desire to hear you,
Mr. Sacher, on the subject. I say I dodt desire to hear you
on the subject.
(Mr.Dennb* rises.)

-
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of the Communist Party, one
Y!ounsd.

me Dennis, General Secre
actmi ss his own

of tbe &fen&%

The Cowt: Tbe jury $s excused*
D e f a Dennb: ( C o n t h i n g ) Briefly, on this question.
The Court: Very well.
Del(en&nf ~enidt:I &st would urge upon your H m r
that you r e d d e r your ruling. The court will r d that
in the course of the t ~ m byy two prosecution witnallegations were made to the &ect that our Party in advancing the right of tbe Negro people in the Black Belt to
self-determination were advwating, according to them, a pr+
position of csrrying tbrou awed insurrection in the South,
and what was ~ ~ t + eers
x war
i
a Mr. Edgar Hoover caricature versionThe Court: Now Mr. D m ,dld you just hear Mr. Davlr

P

Mr. Davis tedying and d d ing with certain aspects in a skeleton form.
The Court: It seemed to me that he was testifying in effect
to something that was quite different fmm what you men-;: I&.;i
j ?kp
tion. Am I not right?
D e f d n t ~ e n v i s :Mr. Davis was giving in capsule form
the essence of our position.
The Cowt: If that is so, then it just becomes a question
of how many times a penwn is to repeat the same thing,
doesn't it?
Defendant DenncP: In ~
c to this,
t your Honor, I think
what is important is that the Cnut and the jury should have
the official, authoribtive position adopted by the National
Committee of our Party and subsequently approved by a National Convention. It is P very short document but it is scientific, it is authoritative, it is the official position of our
Party; and I would therefore urge that

...

Defendant Dennk: WhiIe I have the floor* your honor*-^
would just like to d e an a d d i t i d remark. The Court
has observed a number of times that the witnesses,for the
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defense have dealt at iengtb, and an
our struggle for Negro
to ths Jim-Crow system and
continue to be the case bemuse this has occupied a great
part of the activities of our entire ofganhtion.
Now, if the osecution is prepared to stipulate that our
activities in de ense of the rights of the Negro people as
well as our struggle for peace, for jobs, for democracy, are
t y p i d of our activities and constitute the unfolding of our
progmm, the application of the prindple~of Marxism-Leninism, why then it would not be necessary for us to bdng additional data and oorroborative testimony; but, in the absence of this, your Honor, we are entitled to, and we are
dutybound to establish beyond a shadow of a doubt what
we actually advocate, teach, what activities we carry on, and
to show the organic connection between our activities around
these issues that are fundamental principles and our programmatic position.
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Defendant Dmnis: In relation to all the= questions, and
concretely to the matters dealt with by Mr. Davis, he, aa
well as the other witnesses for the defense, are establishin
the connection between the activities we develop in
of the uumediate and most pressing needs of the people,
Negroes and whites, the connection between this aad the
efforts of our Party, the labor movement and other popular
forces, to prevent the rise of fasdsm, to bring into being an
anti-monopoly, an anti-fascist people's government.
We demonstrate that in ths struggle for this and by c ~ b ing the powers of the monapolies, it w i l l , bpossible
~
to march
forward through democratic procewr to attain socialism in
this country.
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Mr. Sucher: In regard to this resolution of the National
Committee, your Honor, at your suggestion we have examined
it and re-offer that portion of it which begins at the bottom
of page 10 and runs to the middle of page U.
44
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RESOLUTlON OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEE, CPUSA, BASED ON
DAVIS' REPORT

!

MC

The Court f i d y d o w 8 following pmagrapha from the re-

mlution.'

A. "halways, the Communist Party stands M y in the
forefront of the struggle for full economic, social and politid
equality for the Ne
people.
"In fighting for
equal rights, the Negro people nm
becoming more unified as a peo 1s. Their fight for libemtion from oppression in the Blac Belt-the area of Negro
majority population-is r struggle for full nationhood, for
their rightful position of full equality as a nation. In r e
ognizing the struggle for equal rights in the South as a move
ment towards full nationhood, the Communist Party s u p
plies new power to the Ne o liberation movement and also
advances the perspective
freedom for the Negro people. This understanding, growing out of a constant fight for
Negro rights, strengthens white and Negro solidarity, based
&mly on working-class unity, and provides the program of
permanent alliance between the Negro and white masses.
Today, the struggle for Negro liberation is concerned
with gaining equal rights throughout the country, which includes in the South the struggle for attaining representative
government and land reform. As our own history shows ( R e
construction) the development towards full and equal Negro
participation in State and Federal overnment also moves in
the direction of various forms of sel -government by the Negro
people, together with their white allies, in the Black Belt
areas where they are in the majority.
"This movement provides the basis for the full realization
of Negro nationhood, whether it be achieved under capitalism
or socialism. The Communist Party supports the rights of self-

5:
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"Resolution on the Question of Negro Rights and Self-Determination," The Communist Posftion On the Negro QuaPtion, New Century
Publishers, New York, 1947, pp.11-12.
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determination for the Negro A l e , Wt is, the& right td
realize self-government in tbe Negro majority area & tha
South. Only on this basis will the relation of the Negro
ple to the State and Federal governmenth be d e t d x
the basis of freedom,
The CommWst Party does not atbnnpt to impose any
specific solution in advance of the form in which the right
of self-determination will be exerched; nor does it prematurely
raise self-determination as an immediate slogan of action.
The future solution of this qumthn must arise from the
living movement itself, out of the current and future struggle for democracy and equal rights. Its form will be determined by the relationship of social force^ in the country as a
whole and by the relation of the Negro people to the progressive coalition.^'

'Because of the strictures placed by Jud e Medina on the testimoe
of the defense, the constant badgering and faitin of the witness, bod:
by the court and h e praaecutitm,
Davis nas%ampered in givb a
folly mundd out e3cpbw of
Cammunist pmgram for a full
tfon of the Negro gwtkm.
Among the writings of Mr. Davis, barred from evidence b the court,
and which has important bearin on this question, war &e D
h
Exhibit 9-B fur idmtilacation. Tks contained the article titled, 'Why
I Am a Communist," fk8f published in the magazine P h y h , 2nd Quarter, 1947, organ of Atlanta University and later b u d as a punpamphlet
under the same title.
We feel that the foIlowin excerpt from this pamphlet is pertinent
the ~ n d e w ~ ~ ~d
d ithe
ng
positfon on the Negro question:
"When capitalism is abolished-as it will ba when the majority of
American people so deuide-the baais will have been laid for tbe d
brotherhood of man, implicit in the Declaration of Independence, The
only place where there is such brotherhood is in the Soviet Union which,
in 1917, abolished capitalism, and now more than 50 nationalities, many
of them darker peoples, live in freedom and equality. Can k 4 9 be
my wonder that political minions of Wall Street rave against the
Soviets? And is there a sounder reason for the closest collaboration betwen the United States and Russia?
double exploitation of Negro Americans
'‘The basis of the
all over the country is e intense 1 ch-oppression of the Negro peoplle
in the Black Belt area of the Sourwhere they constitute a n u m d
majority and are the foundation of the Wall Street-plantation owner

**&.
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Q. Now, Mr. Davis, thd g o v m ' m e n t t ~ 6 sHidalgo
s
tdBed a t page 5851 and page 5852 of the transcript that there
was a Party building m p s held in June, 1947, at the City
Center in New York City. Do you r e d that testimony?
A. I do.
Q. He also tesmed that you were the &st speaker at that
meeting. Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. And at page 5852 of the transcript he testifies as follows,
referring to you:-Hidalgo said, quoting nowOWUHe,"
refearing
to you, -opened up the meeting by stating what was the first
question a s to Comrade Faster on his latest tri to Russia.
The question was, how big.is the Party in America Comrades,
that question is a very import@ one-to the best of m y recollection."
Do you recall that testimony?
A. I do.

!

ecanomy of the South. From this capitalism Bas ~ t r u c t e dan elaborate,
barbarous and unscientific myth of white supremacy and racial discrimination. This false ideology is an attempt by ca italism to give a theoretic a ~basis to the vicious op ression of the
h t in constructin
this Frankatein monster o~suFexplaitation and racial hatred-whig
will help destroy the un-Crm system-the ca italists have created a
condition of life that d o has v m rise to the Sevelopment of the Negras as a
1 having all $e essential ~ c t e r i s t i c sof nationhood.
n e s e p YL."movin
in the direction ot full consciousness t~
n a t i o n h s and will, si% by side with the poar white workers and
sharecroppers, demand the right to detemine their own destiny, &us
establishing the highest guarantee of the development of thedr freedoan
and culture. The white masses will sup
them, because they, for the
fist time, will have thrown off their
the Wall Street-plantation
owner combine. The Negro
le will then realize their age-old unfdfdled dream, and we s h n m have a higher level of dmocracy
than this country has ever known.
"The issue of the Negro people detemining their own destin in their
heartland in the Black Belt is not now the order of the day. d e immediate issues in the South are the right of the Negro people to vote,
equal justice in the courts, adequate housing and educational facilities,
abolition of semi-feudal peonage and lynch-*tion,
and land
reform-all of which are to the highest benefit to the white southern
working people." W h y I Am a Communists pp. 15-17.
47
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ON PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY
Q. Will you be good enough, Mr. Davis, to tell the Court
and fuy what you actually roid on the occasion referred to
by Hidalgo?
A. I d i d ~ s a y w h a Hidalgosaid
t
that I d d . I
Party bddiog cadcrrnce. I made reference to
that there was a great need to build the Communist Party
in nu country and that that was the main purpose of the
congress. I said that Foster had taken a tri and u
nmun from Ulis trin he infomd ma and o L
the Board that ha h d visited England, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Czechoslovakia and Poland, but &at he had not been
to the Soviet Union. He had been struck b what he found
in the people's democracies, the countries o Poland, Cachoslovakia, Bulgaria and other countries in Central and Eartsln
Europe.
He said that these people's democracies wers something
new; that they were a
e of democrn wMch had broken
and curbed the wer o the big monapo es; that the various
nationalities an groups who lived in these people's democndes had a degree of freedom that they never had under
capitalism and under the various reactionary monarchies that
had existed in the Central European areas before World War
ple's democracies there were bulwarks
11; that these
agairiot war ant!!%scism and that they had been democratically elected by the peuple; and that most of them were
governed by parties which consisted of the Communist Party
and Socialist arties, a few Catholic parties and various other
group that gad m e together to estaMish there people's
democracies.
He also pointed out that these
The Court: This is what you were telling the meeting that
Foster told you.
The Witness: C o m t .
A. (Continuing) He also pointed out that these peaple's
dmonacies were finding their own way to socialism and
that they were very good examples of peaceful and democratic
48
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achievement of socialism in their countries; but that nevtheless there were constantly forces being used, especidy bg
American imperialism, to overthrow these people's govemmen& and to deny these
ple the right to th& own selfdetermination, to estabh their own destiny and the type
of government they wanted; and that these people's demoo
ncies were characterized by very, very large Cornmudst
parties. He said that these Communist parties had been d e
cisive in facilitating the most peaceful and democratic transition to sochdisrn which these governments and p ~ p l e d
'a
~
mocracies were evolving. He said that like the American
workers have learned experiences from other countries and
other countries had learned experiences from the American
working class and the American
le, that certainly here
was something that stood out,
t the American workneeded to l e m very much-a lot of information about these
people's democracies so that lessons could be drawn that
would be useful here to the American working class in 5 d ing a way, an American way, to establish people's demw
racies.
Then I spoke on the Party and I said that it was very
necessary for us to have a v a y large Party in America; that
out Party had made si
contributions to demwacy in
America, to the fight of e American working class, in
respects; and that certainly our Party had pioneered in the
whole course of building and reparing the ground for industrial unionism in America. '&at was only one of the many
contributions made by our Party in its 50 years of history
in this coun
Then I sai ;hat another conbibution was our P H s fight
for Negro rights and I said that on this question
BY MR.SACHER:
Q. Will you be goad enough, Mr. Davis, to proad with
the speed, which you say you made at this meeting of the
Party buildin conferenc6P
A. I tlld
O U ~
had d c historic C O ~ ~ ~ ~ X I ~ ~ O D
to the labor movement, an historic c o n t r i 7 0 u ~to tbe struggle for the freedom of the N e w
Is; that this mtribua mMbutbn with rerpbct to b e Negro
not
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tion alBEecting the Negro people alone, but was a contribution affecting the whole of American democracy.
I said that the Scottsboro case had marked a milestone in
the development of the struggIes of the Negro people, the
biggest one since the Civil War. I said that the new thing
which our Party had contributed in the struggle for Negro
rights on Scottsboro was that it had brought the oppression
of the Negro pe e to the attention of the whole American
people and had urned it into their conscience; how this
was the touchstone of American democracy; and how this
showed the hypocrisy of our own democracy.
I said that our Party in that Scottsboro case had brought
the labor movement and the white workers into this struggle
for the rights of the Negro people; that this had marked a
new turn in the whole struggle for Negro rights; and that
this was possible only because our Party based itself upon
the principles of Marxism-Ldsm.
I said our Party had a splendid war record; that it had a
good war record with respect to Spain where our Party had
helped to contribute to the Spanish people's fight against
France; that our Party had been struggling in America for
mny, many years against alI manifestation of war and fascism; and that for these reasons we should have a deep a p
preciation of what the Communist Party in our country meant.
We should defend our Party as there were forces that were
constantly threatening, the forces of monopoly capitalism and
American imperialism were constantly threatening through
their agents and others to destroy our Party and to outlaw
our Party. We must defend our Party because it is the instnunentaltiy through which we will one day achieve the
freedom, the principles of the Declaration of Independence.
It is the instrument through which we are goin
to
have a free America where there will be no exp oitation
of
man by man and o pression of peoples because of their race,
their creed, their co or or nationality; and that day in America
to which we were looking forward and which we were working toward was going to come very soon depending on the
size of our Party and on how we were able to work among
the basic workers of America, those workers who constitute
50
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the great majority of the American people, and convince
them of the desirability of socialism, of the correctness d
socialism, of the barbarity of capitalism, of the great danger
of war and fascism that was beginning to threaten our
country.
.
I asked them to build our Party and to defend our Party,
.to build it among the Jewish people, among the Catholic
people and among all others so we might have the day that
the American people all hope for and dream for much earlier;
and that for this these were decisive: the moment, the speed
and the size with which we built our Party and spread its
science of liberation and freedom for the people of our
country.
Q. Mr. Davis, did you in the month of September, 1947,
attend a National Conference of the Communist Party concerned with the problems of the Negro people?
' A. I did.
Q. Did you make a report to that conference, Mr. Davis?
A. I did.
Q. Will you be good enough to state the substance of that
report?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
'1 The Court: Mr. Sacher, isn't this going to be on the Negro
question?
; Mr. Sacher: But there are phases of that question
The Court: This is a new phase?
Mr. Sacher: Yes, I think it is.
The Court: I really don't know what I am going to do
about this repetition, it is just completely baffling to me, because no suggestion seems to be acceptable to the defense
about it, and you have Oust been over this thing so many
times, but I will receive tLs and we will see if it is new.
Go ahead, Mr. Davis.

i

...

ECONOMIC CRISIS HITS NEGROES FIRST
A. Among the things that I said, I discussed the question
of the crisis and the Negro peo le, and I said that one of
the most unfailing indications of a coming economic crisis
51

was the degree of unemployment which was already beginoin to hit the Negro workers. There were layo& and cutwhich afFected the whole working class in America,
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and we were beginning to have a period of large unemployment in this country but the major brunt of this unem loyment and this period of economic recewion into w h i 2 we
wen, moving was falling heaviest on the Negro workers. One
of the most im rtant tasks for the labor and progressive
forces as a who e was to fight-to struggle to smash the system of imposing upon the Negro workers the biggest single
burden of the comin economic recession; and when Negro
workers were themse ves beginning to feel the heavy brunt
of unemployment, then that was time for the whole workin
clew, for the labor movement, for the C.I.O. and for the A#
of L. to start fighting, to see that the burdens of this economic
crisis were not placed primarily upon the workers and u
those Americans who could least afford to bear this bur en.
I said that the real danger that faced the m u n with
~ the
growing acuteness of an economic crisis was the dan er of fasdsm;that there was akeady a head start toward asdsm in
America by virtue of the fact that the system of white supremacy with respect to Negro workers had so long existed, so that
the real big danger that faced the American working class
and the American people was the danger of fascism and that
this danger could quickly be intensaed by the fact that we
already had in America a Jim-Crow system.
Now those were the principal things I said on the crisis;
and then I pointed out as one of the main ways of overcoming
the special unemployment which Negro workers had to undergo was this Pghting against the system which had long
isted in our country, symbolized in the statement that the N a
goes are the last to be hired and the &et to be M.
This
d d be fought against and defeated only to the extent that
the Negro and white workers fought togetha side by sidq
and by ths extemt that the white workers took the initiative
against this idea that the Negro wmkers must always do the
lowest form of work and receive the lowest pay.
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Those were the principal things I said.
Q. Have you, during any of the ythat you have known
SBI

Ii

any of these gentlemen,. ever heard any of them tea& or adcate the overthrow or destruction of the Government of the
United States by force a violence?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: I will allow it.
A. No, I have never heard any of them teach and advoato
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by
force and violence.
Q. Have you, Mr. Davis, ever taught or advocated the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force
and violence?
A. I have not.
Q. Did you ever enter into any agreement or conspiracy
with any of your d e f e n d a n t s or with anybody else to organize the Communist Party as a sodety,
Or "embly
destruoof persons to teach and advocate the ove ow and
tion of the Government of the United States by force and vie
lence?
A. I have not.
Q. Did you ever enter into any agreement or conspira
with any or all of your codefendants or anybody else to tea
and advocate the duty and necessity of overthrowin and destroying the Government of the United States by orce and
violence?
I ,- ,
:
'
A. I have not.
Q. Paragraph 2 of the indictment, Mr. Davis, reads as follows:
"It was part of said conspiracy that said defendants would
convene, in the Southern District of New York, a meeting of
the National Board of the Communist Political Association on
or about June 2, 1945, to adopt a draft resolution for the purse of bringing about the dissolution of the Communist PoGcal Association, and for the purpose of organizing as the
Communist Party of the United States of America a sodety,
group, and assembly of persons dedicated to the MarxistLeninist principles of the overthrow and destruction of the
Government of the United States by force' and violence."

rp
B
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The eleven defendants.

3,

Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. Are there any Marxist-Leninist principles that you are
aware of which are principles of the overthrow and destruction of the Government of the United States by force and
violence?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
The Court: I will allow it.
A. No,
Q. Paragraph 6 of the indictment reads as follows:
"It was further a part of said conspiracy that said defendants would bring about the organization of the Communist
Party of the United States of America as a society, group, and
assembly of persons to teach and advocate the overthrow and
destruction of the Government of the United States by force
and violence, and would cause said Convention to adopt a
Constitution basing said Party upon the p ~ c i p l e sof Manism-Leninism."
Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. Your Party is based and was based on the principles of
Marxism-Leninism, was it not?
A. It was.
Q. Was it your intention in participating with the defendants to the end of reconstituting the Communist Party in 1945
to teach and advocate the overthrow and destruction of the
United States by force and violence?
A. No.
Q. Paragraph 10 of the indictment reads as follows:
*It was further a part of said conspiracy that said defendants would conduct, and cause to be conducted, schools and
classes for the study of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, in
which would be taught and advocated the duty and necessity of overthrowing and destro g the Government of the
United States by force and vio ence."
Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. I ask you whether you ever entered into any agreement
with any of the defendants or anybody else to conduct or
54
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cause to be conducted schools and classes for the purpose of
teaching and advocating the duty and necessity of overthrowling and destroying the Government of the United States by
force and violence?
A. I did not.
Q. Have you and your co-defendants whom I have named
to you earlier-have you and your d e f e n d a n t s whom I have
named earlier wholeheartedly subscribed to the following con,tained in the preamble to the Constitution of the Communist
Party, namely;
"The Communist Party u holds the achievements of American democracy and defen s the United States Constitution
and its Bill of Rights against its reactionary enemies who
1 would destroy democracy and popular liberties"?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
A. Yes.
The Court: Well, I am not disposed to take a technical view
of this phase of the case. I am going to allow it.
Q. What is your answer?
,-.
,, - , .
.
I
A. Yes.
11
Q. Thank you. Now, Mr. Davis, did you, dudng the periodw
covered by the indictment, receive any awards, distinctions
or honors?
A. I did.
Q. Will you please state what they were?
Mr. McGohey : Objection.
The Court: Where were these awards and honors? Read, me that other question, Mr. Reporter.
The Court: I will sustain the objection. Is it in connection
with some military service, Mr. Sacher?
Mr. Sacher: No, it is not military service. It is for service
to his people.
Q. What is the Chicago Defender, Mr. Davis, please?
A. It is one of the largest Negro weekly newspapers.
Q. Is it the practice of the Chkago Defender to issue an
annual honor roll of those who have rendered distinguished
service on behalf of democraq?
Mr. McGohey: Objection.
The Court: Sustained.
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Q. I show you Defendants' E x h W 9 x E for identtfcation
and ask you whether in the month of December, 1W,
you
received h
i communication from the editor of the Chicugo
Def&
(handing)?
A. I did.
Mr. Sacher: I offer it in evidence, your Honor.
Mr. McGohey: That is objected to.
The Court: Sustained.
Mr. S&:
You may examhe it, Mr. McGohey.

Cross Examination Backfires
BY MR. MCGOHEY:
Q. Mr. Davis, I hand you this record entitled Transcript
of record in the Su reme Court of the United States, O c t o k
Term 1964, No.
entitled UAngelo Hemdon, Appellant,
against The State of Georgia."
You prepared that record, did you not, Mr. Davis (W

&,

A. You mean for the Supreme Court of the United States?
Q. Yes.
A. No,*I didnStprepare the direct record for the Supreme
Court of the United States because I wasn't a member of the
Bar of the Supreme Court.
Q. You prepared that r e d for the Court in Georgia, fa
the State Court in Georgia?
Mr. Sacher: Just a moment. I object to the question because
the previous question indicates this is the record for the Supreme Court, unless it appears that it is also the record of
the .
The Cowf: Well, a man doesnSthave to be a member of the

..

The following telegram dated Deamba 28, 1945, was received by

Councilman Davis from the Editor of the Chicago Def&:
T h e Chimgo D@&
taka pleasure in selecting you a m m k
hed s d c e in behalf
of its annual honor role of 1945 for your &tin
of democracy, for your belief in fah play for a r A n d for your fight to
help break down the walls of prejudice. Our hearty conptulatio~u.
(Signed) Dr. Mstz Lochord4 Editor-in-Chief' Chlcrzgo Dsf&."
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Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States to pepare ow
of its records.
Mr. Sacher: No, that isn't the point I am makin The s e e
ond question that Mr. McGohty has put was w ether Mr.

f-

Davis prepared that record for the Supreme Court in Georgia,
and if that is the record in the Supreme Court I do not know
whether it indicates whether it is also the record in the Supreme Court

.. .

em^,

Q. I ask you, Mr. Davis, whether that record now on the
table before you was not prepared under your supervision?
A. You mean .
Q. Will you look at it, please?
of this record, that
A. (After examitofng) I prep
up to the Supreme
part of it dealing with the trial p
Court of the State of Georgia.

. .

.

Q. Now I ask you to look throu h that portion of the trial
record which you repared and sfow me where, any place,
Herndon called you any name.
the judge that trie
to look in there to find that. All
Iam...
Q. I ask you, Mr. Davis, to show me in that ncord where
the judge called you any name.
Mr. S a c k : Just a moment. I object to that uestion on the
ground that no foundation has been laid that e record contains all that transpired at the trial. This is Georgia, your
Honor, where this case was tried.
The Court: I see no reason to doubt that the transcript of
the record of the Georgia proceeding is as accurate as elsewhere.
The Witness: This record was prepared in the most vicious
lynch fashion that I have ever seen in m whole life and that
is one of the main reasons why I joined e Communist Party,
because the steno apher left those things out, because all of
those thin s that e Court called me and my client the court
reporter a solutely refused to put in the record. I made one
57
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hundred objections because the court reporter wouldn't ut
- he ca ed
it in the record and the 'udge called me "n-*
me everythmg he could
of, including "n-,"
including
my own client. I h o w what I heard. I wouldn't believe the
record of a court of Georgia, especially that judge that tried
the Herndon case, if he swore on a stack of Bibles as high as
Stone Mountain in Georgia.
Q. But you prepared that record?
A. Yes, I prepared it but I had to prepare it within the
framework of what a Negro lawyer fighting for his people
could get out of a purt of Georgia.
The Court: Let me take a look at that record.
Mr. McGohey: I beg your pardon?
The Court: I want to see that. Mr. McGohey, will you assist
me in finding the certificate? The certificate made by the witness?
Mr. McGuhey: Is it the certificate of the Supreme Court?
The Court: No, the certificate of designation made by the
witness.
( M r . McGohey hands book to Court.)
The Court: Very well, you may proceed.
Q. Now, Mr. Davis, my question was and it is now repeated: where in that record is there any place where the
judge called you a name?
A. I told ou that it is not in there- robably isn't in there,
that it wasn't in there. T! e reason it wasn't in
and I re
there is because there was a conspiracy between the judge
and the clerk of the court, or rather the court reporter. That
is why it is not in there, and it wasn't just a question of his
calling me "n-."
he Court: You even claimed or one of your associates
claimed that there was something that didn't look right in
this record.
The Witness: I h o w what was done in Georgia. I wish you
would quit attacking my fellow defendants here.
Mr. Sacher: I object to your Honor's interpolation as highly
improper. Mr. Davis's observations are limited to the Court
in Georgia.
The Court: There is nothing in Mr. McGohey's question
58
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which justifies the witness's stating what he did about some
conspiracy. The question merely was to show the place in the
record where that appears.
Mr. Smher: Mr. Davis e lains why it doesn't appear.
The Court: He wasn't as ed for any e lanation.
Mr. Sacher: The explanation is the o y significant thin
about it because, unless that record was properly certifi
then it is meaningless to ask the witness if what he says took
place appears there, and anybody who knows anything about
Southern justice to a Negro knows that it wouldn't be there.
Q. Is there any place else in that record showing offensive
remarks were made?
A. No. I know it is a crooked record.
Q. When you argued the case before the Supreme Court
of Georgia did you state you were forced to argue the appeal
on a crooked record?
A. All I know is that I denounced that trial plenty before
I don't know I might have
the Georgia Supreme Court.
said that
I, myself, could not defeat the crooked court
reporter, the crooked judge, the crooked administration.

T
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Final Statement of Benjamin Davis
A week after a nine mcnth trial where a prejudiced and
intimimated fwy took only seven howa to bring in o uerdM
of guilty against the eleuen leaders of the Communist Party,
the court wm reconoened for sentence by Judge Medinu. I t
waa a day which will go down in the h k t o y of our lund as a
doy of shame, capping the most infomow and n w n s t r ~
frame-up euer perpetrated. The defendants mode their
8tdements.
The Court: Mr. Davis.
Defendant Dada: Your Honor, I wish to associate myseIf
with the statement of Mr. Dennis, and I had not desired originally to plead, but inasmuch as I was denied the opportunity
to serve as my own counsel in the latter stages of the trial
and to address the jury in defense of my Party and my comrades and myself, I do wish to make a few remarks.
I have in mind not alone my Party and my comrades; I have
in mind my people in particular as well as my country. They
are very unhap y. They have been oppressed for many years
in America, an this verdict and the sentence which you pronounce upon me and my comrades will only continue their o p
pression.
It will do even more. It will attempt to prevent my people,
the Negro people of America, their working-class allies and
their democratic friends among the great majority of the
American people from continuing their struggle for first-class
citizenship. But this will not intimidate my people. They have
fought and they have a glorious record in American history,
they have gotten they have fought for-someand eve+ng
times alone, but now today not alone. Not only do they have
the working class of America and the democratic people of
America on their side, they have the forces of progressive
60
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humanity all over the world on their side. They will never be
daunted by this verdict and b this sentence.
This sentence and this ve 'aand this trial can only have
one effect with respect to the American people. It is m attern t to reduce the First and Sixth and Eighth Amendments
to e Constitution-indeed the whole Bill of Rights-to the
status of the 13th and 14th and 15th Amendments so that
the American people, instead of seeing the beautiful demooracy of the Negro people raised to their level and citizenship,
now face the terrac trial of baing r e d u d to the second &US
citizenship of the N e p people.
The men who should be before you this morning, your
Honor, taking sentence are not here. T h y should be the Ranh s ; they should be the lynchen; they should be the Ku
Klux which is still free to roam the South and bum and kill
and lynch my people. That's who should be in this dock. And
as Mr. Dennis says, the men of Wall Street who are plotting
the worst force and violence that our people could ever withstand, and that is the force and violence of the third world

8

war.

I think that my

E' ple and the American people general12

will respond to
s hideous anti-Communist crime wi
which we are charged, something as alien and foreign to

everything that our Party stands for, our Party which has
learned from Lenin, our Party which is based u n the revolutionary traditions of the American people, o Lincoln and
Jefferson and Fred Douglass and Paine; our Party which is
equipped with the science of Mnnr and Engels and Lenin
and Stalin, and our Party which has been taught by the
eatest leader that the American working class ever proin William Z Foster.
You cannot kill our Party, and I must say that this verdict
b already being taken as a signal to deprive the Negm people
of New York of their lone representative in the City Council
of New York, their lone flesh and blood in the City Council
of New York and they are trying to do it by designating a
little political pipsqueak that the Negm people would not
even spit upon because he is on the other side of ths fmcu
He is with the oppressom of the Negro people; but maybe
61
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it is ood. He will need a trial like this to he1 with his politicaI
ances, if he has any. ~ n as
d for myseB, our party will
go on fi hting for the freedom of the Negro peo le and for
ihe wor g class and for socidism. And thougri you may
put Winston in jail, and sentence Winston, there will be thousands of other Winstons that will arise among the Negro peole for years to come, even greater, and they will strike against
force and reaction until the Negro people are free. I will not
be intimidated. I was not intimidated by the lynchers' court
in Georgia, and I will not be intimidated by any court, by
any forces of reaction anywhere, and neither will Winston,
and neither will my people and my Party.
We are coddent that the American eople are
to
realize what is happening here and that %ey will rea ze that
their liberties, their peace and their democracy are imperiled.
We have all the coddence in them because the future belongs to the people of America, Negro and white.
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Rogge Enters Case as Davis Counsel
An additional attorney, 0. John Rogge, fomzer Assistant A t t o m y
General, was retained in the closing stages of the trial and argued ths
case of bail for Mr. Dads.

,

Mr. Rogge: May it lease the Court, I had not intended addressing
the Court at this point, %ut in view of the f a d that the District Attorney
made several statements which are inaccurate, I think it is my duty to
give the Court the benefit of corrections in that.
The Court: You may do so.
Mr. Rogge: Now with reference to my client, Mr. Davis, he stated
that there was a misrepresentation at least in part, in an application
to become a member of the bar down in Georgia. Now what is the
- District Attorney refemng to?
The Court: I know.
I
'Mr. Rogge: He is referring to the fact that Mr. Davis stated that his
residence was in Georgia for the preceding three years, and in my
opinion that statement is correct. Residence is one of these thingsfor instance, I was down in Washington in 1944 but my residence was
New York, and I came up here and voted. And there are hundreds,
I dare say there are thousands of people in the District of Columbia,
who live there but nevertheless who have their residence in the States
from which they came, and they go back there and vote. And I say, in
the first place, it is trivial; but in the second place, I say that the statement is correct.
The Court: Now what is the next point?
Mr. Rogge: Now he called your Honor's attention to the fact that
on July 5, 1923, Mr. Davis was arrested in Atlanta. He should also have
advised our Honor that the reason for that arrest was because Mr.
Davis r&ed to abide by one of the 'Jim-Crow laws of the South. And
. I can say to your Honor that it is not only a pleasure to represent Mr.
Davis but it is an especial pleasure in view of the fact that during the
entire history of this country, we have shown contempt for the Negro
people, and that's why we are an eas mark for fascism.
Now I regard Mr. Davis as one of J e most courageous fighters agoinrt
Jim Crow, and I think an instance like this is to his credit, and I think
the District Attorney should have fully advised your Honor of the facts.
The third instance -The Court: I think I am pretty well advised of the facts here. I have
been keeping some pretty careful notes in this case and following the
case with great care, and I don't think anybody that has been connected with the case would have any notion that something was going
on that I didn't know about and that I didn't remember, so you might
just as well bear that in mind.
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Mr,Rogs6: lhnk, you, yoin Himat.
NOW,
the third thing that he rnemtianed, and your Honor may be
.ramiliar with thia too, is the disorderly conduct charge in 1W. I tbidc

the District Attorney should have advised your Hanor, unless your Holrar
h d y knows it, that that was in anursction with ths picket line of
the American Newspa
Guild, dong with Heywood B r m and various
othms, md on the J * e District A-ey
pointad thh nh Mr. D.vh
was found not guilty. In view of all the circumstances, I do not avm see
any reason far mentioning it. But I do say this: for the District Attasmag
on the h i s of material like this to came forwud with the &011
that Mr. h v i s , who wae one of the defendants who took the &and, h d
beon demonstrated to be a psnon unwostby of belief is jut pLin
nmsense.

R W 4 E ARGUES BAIL FOR DAVIS
Now with derence to my client, Mr. Ban Davis, I want to d yarp
Hcmor's attention to special dramdmcm, a d d i t i d c i r c u m s m fn

Ha has sarvad the psapb of
1948. In 1Q43he wlar ekxted for two ysus.
In 194s he w a r~ w h t d for four yaws. He was re-elected, I might say,
by 6S,OOO voters. He repr8senb them in the City Comd.
Moreover, it is my opinion that he ia the abkrst representative I know,
tbe ablest spokeman I know far the half million Negroes in New
Y a k City and to obtain few than first h a citizenship-whetha it b
Nor& or whetha it is Swth we try to make second Jess citbma of
them-he Oghts for that. He should be left them to 61 ht.
He is cwent1y running for rdection, t ~ time
s L m th, 21st state
Searrtorial District coanpoeed off the 7th 11th and 19th Assembly
Instrids*
During the artire caursc of this tong eight months' trial the m
of the Council were
ed in adea to pemit Couacihnan Davis
to attend the Ma1 and
the meetlngs of the Council. The C o d
fomer1y before this trtal met at 1:SO an Tuesday afternoon. This was
changed 1 presume as the result of a request from Mr. McCohq to
Mr. Sharkey, the Democratic ld~derof the -dl;
the time ww
cbanged to 4:W in the aftmum so that he could attend Coundl
meetings.
The same thing also o o c m d wfth refemme to committw m
Now not only b Cowrdlman Dads nm&g for melectim, and
rbould be out campaigning ratha thrn being incarcexnted, but tbae is
plwding against bim a motion fop hh ouster which bor bem
rdemed. to the Rules Conmitt- and Mr. h v i a fr r membsr of timt
vsy Rulea Committee bedora which that motion b pe~* If he b Idt
intsmemtedhehasmwa a€
hlmulF t h e .
fs a C o u n d h a
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